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BCN from a phantom institute toward
omnipresent scientific specter
A specter is haunting Europe – the specter of the Research School of Behavioural and
Cognitive Neurosciences (BCN). The powers of old Frisia have entered into a secular and
scientific alliance. BCN does not need a manifesto, as it grows and propagates with every
graduate, scientific publication, and collaboration initiated. Over 30 years of growing and
learning have erected a platform where scientists can meet and collaborate in order to
further understand the brain. BCN, established in 1987, is comprised of five faculties: the
Faculty of Science and Engineering (FSE), the Faculty of Medical Science/University Medical
Center Groningen (FMW/UMCG), the Faculty of Behavioural and Social Sciences (GMW), the
Faculty of Philosophy (FW) and the Faculty of Arts (LET). In 2014, the Institute for Biomedical
Technology and Technical Medicine (MIRA) of University of Twente joined BCN. The mission
of BCN is to promote neuroscience research by assembling multidisciplinary collaborations.
From a cellular mechanism to cognitive processes, BCN aims to stimulate translational
neuroscience research. Professor Robert Schoevers, director of BCN and head of the
Psychiatry Department at the UMCG, provides us with a perspective on what the future
holds for BCN as a research institute in translational neuroscience.

What would you consider are the core values
of BCN?
BCN is a platform where people from different
disciplines can meet to share ideas and develop
collaborations. The combination of diverse research
disciplines and different research traditions (e.g.
basic, preclinical, and clinical) make BCN unique.
Disciplines range from philosophy of science to cellular
mechanisms and genetics in the field of neurobiology,
experimental psychology, and clinical work in the
specialties of neurology and psychiatry. The brain is
a very complex organ and to fully study this organ,
we need to incorporate not just the biological and
psychological sciences but also the humanistic and
empirical sciences.

Some institutes focus on a specific topic or a specific
mechanism, but that limits the choices for research
groups and faculties in reference to the topics that can
be explored. This brings to mind the whole discussion
of focus in science. Some proponents of focused
research argue that this allows for more expedited
progress in science, while proponents of a less focused
and more dynamic approach argue that interactions
from different fields of research can yield more
imaginative solutions to scientific problems.

What makes BCN unique compared to other
research schools at the UMCG and the RUG?
This can be illustrated by a recent example. In the
last PI meeting, there were presentations from the

>> BCN is a platform where
people from different
disciplines can meet to
share ideas and develop
collaborations. The
combination of diverse
research disciplines and
different research traditions
make BCN unique. <

linguistics department. After these presentations,
some of us realized that speech content could serve
as a biomarker to certain organic brain diseases. To
many of us this association was not immediately
apparent; however, personally, I learned a lot from
listening to those presentations. Another personal
example relates to the understanding of dynamic
patterns in onset and course of mental disorders from
a methodological and statistical perspective. We have
looked at how one small trigger can set a cascade of
events leading to a state change in susceptible patients
(i.e. patients in remission). To study this phenomenon,
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network models were used that were developed in
physics to understand such dynamic processes. The
goal of this new perspective and innovative approach
is to see if this model closely resembles the clinical
reality of mental disorders compared to the fixed
categories and latent class models we often use for
psychiatric disorders. This is another example of a
collaboration between research groups from different
fields (i.e. statistics and psychiatric groups) using their
perspectives on a particular phenomenon to provide
further insight. Likewise, collaborating with researchers
from experimental or clinical psychology, GELIFES and
philosophy of science has been very rewarding.

>> The next step
is to be more
aggressive in
our efforts to
provide these
collaborations
the funding
needed to
thrive. <

BCN has grown over time. You have been involved
with BCN since 2010, first as a professor and head
of the Department of Psychiatry and from 2015
until the present day as the director. Based on
your experience, what changes have occurred in
the organization, extension, and overall scientific
impact of BCN in the scientific community in the
Netherlands and around the world?
People in Groningen are very modest. Even if they do
things that are innovative and cutting-edge in science,
they do not boast about their accomplishments. In
BCN, we tried to slightly modify this mindset. We have
made it a point of emphasis in the master’s programme
to showcase the quality of the research that is being
done and the opportunities that are available to
further pursue academic growth. We have also made
an effort to communicate the work that is being
done in BCN. To this extent, we have worked hard to
make ourselves visible to the different faculties by
stressing the relevance of what we do as an institute.
It is a continuous challenge. Concerning scientific
communication efforts, we are becoming more
involved in social media by posting videos of TED-like
talks by young PIs to show what is being done at BCN.

Also, in the near future, we will highlight one paper a
month on our website. The goal of presenting the work
done at BCN is to show the interdisciplinary nature of
this institute.

What could be improved about how the different
faculties interact to produce research? What steps
need to be taken to make those improvements?
Organizing an institute like BCN is an ongoing
challenge. Researchers need to have the time to interact
and learn from each other. A current challenge is that
each faculty has their own administration systems and
teaching in a BCN course can pose practical problems
for some researchers. Not all faculties count the hours
spent on BCN courses toward the researcher’s teaching
requirements because these are not perceived as
part of their faculties’ programmes. This can create
obvious problems which we are striving to resolve
with the different deans. It is however an ongoing
negotiation process. In the near future, we will provide
different venues where senior researchers and the
scientific community can interact in a less formal way.
It still a work in progress, but the idea is to present
neuroscience-related topics in a non-academic setting.
Very recently, a group of enthusiastic colleagues has
initiated Marvelous Mind, a monthly event in which a
movie is shown in the context of short presentations
on associated topics in neuroscience. The first one,
on depression and suicidality, will take place on Blue
Monday, January 21st.

In regard to collaborations and to the
organization of BCN, how do you see
BCN growing regionally, nationally and
internationally?
Recently, we have been part of the U4 university
network. This network is comprised of the universities
of Gent, Uppsala, Groningen, and Göttingen. We

have looked into strengthening these collaborations,
and in the past have successfully applied for joint
funding. The next step is to be more aggressive in our
efforts to provide these collaborations the funding
needed to thrive. Another area for strategic growth is
to increase our efforts to obtain funding that involve
multidisciplinary collaborations within BCN. One
example of such efforts is a current proposal involving
the topic of neuroinflammation and microglial
functioning in relation to mental disorders being
submitted to the Innovative Training Networks. This
effort involves preclinical work related to environmental
and genetic factors associated with neuroinflammation,
cellular mechanisms affected by neuroinflammation
from postmortem brain samples, as well as clinical
studies that test the efficacy of anti-inflammatory
treatment on patient populations with an increased
inflammatory burden. It is one story that links all
these different approaches, a story that crosses the
boundaries between species.
The two aforementioned examples involve a local and
a regional approach to establishing collaborations.
BCN is ready to spread its sphere of influence beyond
the regional level. The UMCG and the RUG are wellknown and respected, and we need to use this to
our advantage. One elegant way to promote the
visibility of BCN within the neuroscience research
community is to include the name of the institute in our
affiliations in publications (i.e. between the hospital or
university name and department or faculty). It would
be advantageous to all the members of this research
school if when someone reads an article that involves
the neuroscience research coming from the UMCG,
the RUG, and the University of Twente, he or she
automatically makes an association with BCN.
■■ BY JAIME D. MONDR AGÓN
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The Marvellous Mind - An interview with Iris Sommer
Iris Sommer is the Director of Neuroscience and Brain at UMCG. With a degree in medicine
from Amsterdam and Public health from Maastricht, Professor Sommer went on to pursue
her PhD at University of Utrecht in brain imaging in schizophrenia in 2004. She worked at
Utrecht until 2017 and then at UMC Groningen. Professor Sommer was elected as a member
of the Young Academy of the KNAW (Royal Dutch Academy of Sciences) and is a member of
the Permanent Committee for Large Research Infrastructure at NWO. She published 3 popular
science books and over 300 articles on hallucinations, language, cognition, and psychosis.

Good morning, Professor Iris Sommer. You have
been appointed as the Director of Neuroscience
and Brain. How has your experience been so far?
It has been very good so far, thank you. I have taken
over the job from Professor Kremer, who did an
excellent job. Everything is in good order and he even
finished the mid-term evaluation. I am really taking over
a smoothly oiled vehicle, which is nice. I am getting a lot
of help from Michiel Hooiveld, who knows the ins and
outs. It was a soft landing and an easy take over.

That is great to hear. What do you hope to
accomplish as Director of neuroscience?
There are several things, but you have to prioritize.
What I would like to start this year is to put extra energy
into communication with the general public. I think we
have great research institutes and excellent researchers
who are doing very interesting things. However, we
could spend more time in communicating this with
patients, students and the general public in Groningen.
I would like to collaborate with them and show the
marvellous work that we are doing over here, and the

>> What I would
like to start this
year is to put
extra energy into
communication
with the general
public. I think
we have great
research institutes
and excellent
researchers who
are doing very
interesting things. <

help it might offer in understanding their own brain,
diseases and hopefully finding better treatments than
we currently have.

Can you tell me about the Marvelous Mind
initiative that you have started?
Marvelous Mind was the first initiative taken by a
diverse group of brain researchers, students, PhDs and
senior researchers that collectively want to reach out to
the general public. We have teamed up with Groningen
Forum to organize some events. We are aiming at
one event per month. Everything regarding the brain
and mind. We are starting on 21 January. We chose
suicide as the first topic because it is so important in
the Netherlands. It is the leading cause of death in the
young but not discussed that much. Within the research
school, there is quite some activity going on especially
from my colleague Andre Aleman. We will be showing
a movie called Control. It is about the lead singer of Joy
Division, Ian Curtis, who was very famous in the 80s,
but I think he has been quite forgotten now by your
generation. A beautiful movie sadly ends with suicide.

I think it would be a good starter for a discussion
because I think there are quite a lot of people out there
who consider this path and it is important to reach out
to them and make them see that this is really the worst
option.
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You are putting a lot of emphasis in
communicating with the general public. What do
you think are the challenges in communicating
scientific work with them?

Your research work mostly revolves around
cognitive dissonance and its deficits. What do you
think is lacking but necessary in understanding
these topics better?

Well, I think you have to provide attractive events. We
have a lot going on in the city. We have Eurosonic here,
and there are so many nice things to do in the city
and we have to compete with them. So, people really
need to decide that spending their night talking about
science with scientists is better than having a beer in a
café or going for a concert. It is going to be challenging
to invite a good audience, but we have a very nice
group.

Well, I do not think that much is lacking. What I think
we could emphasise is to work trans-diagnostically.
Over here, we have expertise in many brain areas like
depression, psychosis, Alzheimer’s, etc. We know an
awful lot about specific areas. However, I think looking
at it trans-diagnostically could benefit us. Brain diseases
may have differences but the underlying processes may
partly be shared. The immune system of the brain is an
important component in so many brain diseases. Other
factors like mitochondria, balance between oxidants
and scavengers are important too. For example, ERIBA
made great progress in the microbiome that is relevant
for many brain disorders. Researchers from Alzheimer’s
and cell biology professor Harry Kampinga know so
much about protein misfolding and its propagation
in the brain. This is important in neurodegenerative
disorders like Alzheimer, Parkinson’s and Huntington’s.
If we look at commonalities and not so much at
differences, we can really make progress.
However, it is a new paradigm. When you write about
new disorders or apply for a grant on more than one
disorder, people always ask questions – “how is this
possible?” or “how can you put them together?” Still,
I do think this is the way forward. If you look at the
complaints patients have, they are disease specific
but also general that are common among many
brain disorders and others like chronic inflammatory
disorders. These general complaints, like lower speed
of thinking, reduced stress tolerability and low mood,
are important in understanding global functionality of

Why do you think something like suicide is not
widely discussed?
It is a taboo, in all countries. However, it is getting
better. In recent years, we have become much more
open about psychiatric disorders, especially depression.
Suicide is in that area that is even more difficult to
discuss. Nevertheless, I think people are becoming
more accepting

Do you think suicide is a symptom of a psychiatric
disorder, for example, depression?
Not always, but often. Many people who attempt
suicide also have a psychiatric disorder. These disorders
are often highly treatable. For example, depression is
highly treatable. If you are in that situation, it seems like
there is no way out. However, there are many ways to
treat this and suicide is not a solution. It is important
to talk about it and help someone who is depressed
because suicide is not the answer.
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patients. Understanding molecular processes of such
global complaints, can really lead to new therapies and
improve quality of life. Things like sleep and circadian
rhythm also affect the brain. First seen in bipolar
disorder and consequentially, specialists in this field
know a lot about sleep as well. Sleep is important for
other brain disorders because disturbed sleep is often a
factor that is open for improvement and therapy.

Your current research is on cognitive deficits and
the role of immune system to improve treatment
and quality of life. Can you tell me some more
about that?

>> What I
think we could
emphasise on is
to work transdiagnostically. <

I used to specialize in Schizophrenia. Until 2017, I
worked in Utrecht and that is where my interest in the
immune system began. Through GWAS, we found that
the highest genetic association was in the HLA genes,
which was not expected. That is when I got interested
in the microglia, especially in the adult brain. Microglia
activation is susceptible to so many factors like sleep,
chronic inflammation, microbiome, food and exercise. It
helps in understanding specific pathways on how stress
can lead to relapse of brain disorders often observed in
MS, bipolar disorder and Schizophrenia. It also provides
a new way for treatments. You can manipulate microglia
to produce growth factors and inflammatory factors.
However, it is delicate because the homeostasis between
synaptogenesis and pruning is poorly understood.
Manipulating that also seems preliminary. We are
initiating a study with probiotics, a mild intervention,
where we hope to decrease the permeability of the
gut in the intestine, ultimately reducing systematic
inflammation. This may benefit patients with psychiatric
disorders and increased gut permeability.

You have many responsibilities to handle as
a director. How do you strike a balance and
prioritize?
I really want to facilitate researchers where I can. For
that, I need to know what problems and boundaries
there are and how I can help overcome them. I would
like to facilitate people’s writing of excellent grants and
getting funded, as it is always a limiting step. I am not
the best writer and I face a lot of disappointment, but I
have experience in this field. We can look at each other’s
grants and optimize them. Not sure how I will fulfil this
by myself, but it is a start to get our researchers one
step closer in their academic pursuit.
In addition, attracting students who are interested in
brain research is necessary. Groningen is not always
in the picture for students dwelling elsewhere in the
Netherlands. I really have to build a reputation that can
attract people from other cities. It is popular amongst
international students, but we could do more in the
Netherlands. There is great research going on here, but
young people need to move and leave their hometown
to move to the north. That is a limiting factor. It does
not help that there is little housing over here. Through
Marvellous Mind, we can make young people more
enthusiastic about brain research. Expose them to the
work at secondary school and get them interested in
research. We also need feedback from students because
there is a generation gap.

Are there any researchers/role models you
look up-to?
I used to be a fan of Professor Jeroen Geurts, who
is from Amsterdam University. He is doing excellent
research in cognition in MS. He has always done lots of

work at communicating with the public. Eric Bodekke is
doing a great job with fascinating projects. Of course,
Cisca Wijminga is a fantastic researcher, who is leading
a team with enthusiastic people reaching for the top.
I admire the way in which she leads her group and
creates a positive atmosphere.

My last question for you is, do you have any
advice for students who want to pursue a career
in academics?
Yes, find a field that you are genuinely interested in. It
should give you a lot of joy and feel like a hobby. As a
result, you will generate good science because you do
not mind spending the extra hours. If it is no fun then
better try another topic. It has to feel like a discovery
job. It has to be very rewarding. Groningen is a great
place to explore opportunities because there are good
opportunities for PhD grants which is quite rare. I am
proud that we have it here and students should make
good use of this.
■■ BY N A M R ATA R AO
■■ PHOTO BY PETRA OUDSHOORN W W W. POUFOTOG R AFIE . NL
■■ MARVELOUS MIND POSTER BY
SANDER MARTENS

To know more about Marvelous Mind you can visit
(www.RUG.nl/marvelousmind). Students who want
to participate actively in Marvelous Mind are most
welcome!
Email: marvelousmind@rug.nl
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Marvelous mind
The 21st of January was Blue Monday, supposedly the most depressive day of the
year. Blue Monday is of course commercial nonsense, but it’s true that January can
be a rather dark and somewhat gloomy month. For some people, all days can be
like Blue Monday. They might suffer from depression, which can sometimes make
one’s life feel unbearable, in a way that help from others is needed to keep going.
The 21st of January was also the kick-off of a series of public outreach events
initiated by BCN BRAIN UMCG and the University of Groningen called “Marvelous
Mind” (www.RUG.nl/marvelousmind), following the example of a similar initiative
in Amsterdam, called “Brein in beeld” (www.breininbeeld.org). We watched the
movie “Control” which tells the success story of the band Joy Division, the ups
and downs of their eccentric lead singer Ian Curtis, and the sad and intense end
of his life. The movie was introduced by Robert Schoevers, Professor of Psychiatry
at the UMCG and was followed with a short discussion by members of 113 suicide
prevention.
This was the first of a series of events designed to reach out to the general
public and share our fascination with and knowledge of the marvelous human
mind. Future events will be organized on a monthly basis, consisting of movies
or debates, for instance about sexuality, prevention and treatment of dementia,
dealing with autism, or the use of animals in brain research. You can sign up to
receive our event updates by sending an e-mail to marvelousmind@rug.nl.
■■ PHOTOS BY SIMON TREL
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From the boardroom
At the suggestion of Kees de Bot, Professor Emeritus
of Applied Linguistics, the board has explored the
possibility of devoting the next BCN symposium to
trust and truth in science. There is growing debate
about the “Truth of Science”, in both the public and the
scientific arena. In the public domain, society appears
to be less impressed by scientific facts than ever before.
Politicians, opinion makers and the general public
have trouble recognizing fact from fiction and may use
“alternative facts” for their own agendas. This happens
both on a global and national scale, with topics such
as elections, climate change, nature conservation,
evolution, human migration, child vaccination and
food safety. Also, at the level of national and regional
politics, administrators can be selective in what they
accept as fact or may even actively manipulate results
of contract research. At the same time, there is a
growing awareness among scientists of problems in
the way science is organized. Recently, severe cases
of scientific fraud have come to light and statisticians
have long warned about more subtle forms of biased
interpretation or data-manipulation. Controversial
issues include poor reproducibility of findings,
competition between scientists and journals for high
impact papers and “first findings”, the importance
of the current rating systems for individual research
careers, and the influence on publications by funders
and commercial interests. It is widely recognized

that science needs to be(come) trustworthy (again).
Currently, research as well as government organizations
are adapting policies towards “open science”,
reproducibility and scientific integrity. Still, systematic
change is complex and new dilemmas arise in the
transformation process. Viewed in that light, the BCN
symposium will be entitled “Nothing but the Truth”
and will focus on three themes that are crucial for
the credibility and impact of science in society: 1) the
organization of science, 2) communication of scientific
findings to society, and 3) the science philosophical
level. During the two-day conference, we want to
discuss these issues with authorities in the respective
fields, both in larger plenary lectures and more
interactive workshops. The symposium specifically
aims to inform young researchers in the early stages of
their careers about these important topics and provide
input to form their values and opinions. Based on
the discussions during the meeting, the board would
welcome the formulation of a general statement about
the use of data as data and facts as facts, and how we
can maintain and strengthen trust and societal impact
of academia. Considering the elaborate preparations
necessary for the event, we do not yet know whether
the symposium will take place in 2019 or 2020.
■■ BY FRANS ZWARTS
■■ PH OTO BY E L M E R SPA ARGAR E N
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Research, data and the pursue of transparency:
An interview with the Chief Scientific Information Officer
In the age where more data is generated than ever before, new mechanisms and perspectives
have been developed to handle this flow of data. Recent efforts to make data accessible and
reproducible have led to the implementation of mechanisms to safeguard patient and other
data. As we strive to make our research data findable, accessible, interoperable and re-usable
(FAIR; see www.data4lifesciences.nl), we have come to the realization that handling these data
requires transparency. Efforts such as the Equator (Enhancing the QUAlity and Transparency
Of health Research) network and the Committee on Best Practices in Data Analysis and Sharing
(COBIDAS) have emerged to bring more transparency and reproducibility to research. Natasha
M. Maurits, professor in the Department of Neurology and the Chief Scientific Information
Officer (CSIO) at the UMCG, discusses what her role as the CSIO entails and the importance of
data management in academic hospitals.

What is the role and what are the responsibilities
of the CSIO at the UMCG and how long have you
held this position?
More than a year ago, the existing IT department at
the UMCG was reorganized into a new department,
Information Management and Medical Information
Technology (IM-MIT). MIT is the facilitating arm
providing a.o. services, systems, and IT infrastructure
such as the intra-network, the hardware, and software
programmes we have access to at the UMCG. IM at
the UMCG, as in other organizations and businesses,
serves to build bridges between the needs of the users
or employees and ICT providers such as MIT, but also
the CIT (Center for Information Technology) at the RuG,
making sure that these users and employees get what
they need in terms of IT. At the UMCG, the users and
employees are very diverse and have a wide range of
IT needs, ranging from people involved in patient
care to research, education, training, and/or business

relations. My department, Information Management
Onderzoek, Onderwijs & Opleiding (IM-O, O&O) has
to provide all researchers, teachers, and trainers with
the ICT facilities they need. Research, education, and
training are called “onderzoek, onderwijs en opleiding”
in Dutch, hence the name IM-O, O&O or IM-O3 for
short.
I have been the CSIO of UMCG since January 2018. I
report to the Dean of Research via the Pro-Dean of
Research. In this environment, decisions are made in a
different way, as the decisions impact many people, in
principle the entire organization. As CSIO, I am also part
of the “Informatievoorziening” Board (IV-Board). One
of the responsibilities of the IV-Board is to guard the
portfolio of all IT projects. When research, education or
training are impacted, I have the responsibility to assure
that these decisions impact the O3-domain in a positive
way.
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How are your responsibilities different from those
of the Chief Medical Information Officer or the
Chief Technology Officer?
Information management at the UMCG has three
different domains: 1) patient care, which is headed
by the Chief Medical Information Officer; 2) research,
education, and training, which is the responsibility of
the CSIO; and 3) business and administration (in Dutch
called bedrijfsvoering). This latter domain has to make
sure that employees involved in a.o. administration,
financial services, and personnel services get the
IT facilities they need and is led by another person
without a fancy title like the previous two. Many topics
cross these domains at the UMCG, where research and
patient care in particular have a symbiotic relationship.
Communication between these domains is important,
as we try to close these workflow loops in order to
benefit research with the data obtained in patient
care and patient care with the results from research.
This is part of the so-called “Learning Health System”
model. This division into three domains is relatively
new at UMCG. IM-O3 has just entered a reorganization
phase, in which about 30 people from elsewhere in the
organization recently joined the department. Until now,
IM-O3 was only me and an information manager who
started last September. Before this reorganization, the
employees at IM-O3 were spread throughout different
departments at the UMCG, such as Research Data
Support, which was part of Epidemiology, and Process
Support, which was part of Sector F.

What was the profile of the person the UMCG was
looking for to serve as CSIO?
First of all, they were looking for a professor, since
research and teaching experience are very valuable for
the position. The candidate needed to have previous
experience and involvement with research, as well
as knowledge and interest in IT. I have been working
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at UMCG for almost 20 years now, always based at
the neurology/clinical neurophysiology department.
However, I have been involved in collaborations with
many groups outside of the department, which has
allowed me to develop an extensive working network
at the UMCG. I was also part of the medical ethics
committee for four years, which also allowed me to get
a better knowledge and understanding of the different
types of research that are carried out at the UMCG. I
have also held different positions at the BCN research
school and at the GSMS. I have always been interested
in what other people’s research interests are, which has
allowed me to meet and work with many people at the
UMCG. I think this knowledge and network benefits my
work as CSIO considerably.

What information management services are
available at the UMCG and how could researchers
be more involved with this aspect of research?
The Pro-Dean of Research is responsible for policy
making regarding research and heads the research
policy department. The research policy department
provides services like the research toolbox and the
research register, as well as assistance for grant writing,
among other things. At IM-O3 we have a close working
relationship with the research policy department. My
department is also involved in assisting researchers
but in a more technical way. We provide access to
services like high-performance computing, data
storage, data archiving (in the near future), third-party
services to help pseudonominize your data, among
other responsibilities. One project I am responsible
for is “EPIC data for research”, where we try to make
patient data available for research purposes. Another
IT project that has just started under my responsibility
is the XNAT project (officially “Ontsluiten imaging data
t.b.v. onderzoeksdoeleinden (UMCG-breed research
PACS met XNAT)”), where clinical imaging data will

become available for research purposes. All these
and many other research support services will be
explained in a meeting to be held on the 7th of March.
This way, researchers get to know what’s available
for them and more importantly, how to access these
services. The information for the meeting, which is
called “New perspectives in research support” and is
organized by the Clinical Research Office, is available
at the intranet website: http://cms.umcg.nl/onderzoek/
researchsupport/.

What insight or recommendation could you
give to our readers about this age of Big Data
management in research settings?
As a CSIO, I am also interested in how data from
patients can be managed adequately. The new laws
about privacy (GDPR and AVG in the Netherlands) are
a trending topic. The implementation of these laws is
complex and many people are working to resolve these
problems, also at the UMCG. The balance between
privacy and open access to research data is an example
of these complexities that not only my department
but also the research policy department is working on.
Another aspect to consider in regard to patient research
is data safety. We have to really focus on how we share
our data, in order to make sure none of this information
is leaked. Data quality is another topic being constantly
addressed. Luckily, the UMCG Research Toolbox already
helps to deal with a lot of these issues. Since we are
still waiting for further practical guidelines on how to
deal with this new privacy legislation, my advice would
be that each researcher should (re-)read the UMCG
Research Code and Ethical Code and also use their own
ethical judgment regarding these topics. And visit the
Research Support meeting on the 7th of March, to see
what the UMCG already offers to do research ethically,
responsibly and in accordance with the law!

What is the data life-cycle and as researchers
what do we need to know about this concept?
How do we incorporate this concept into our data
management plans? What is its importance to
open science and scientific reproducibility?
Many people seem to perceive doing research as a
linear concept, where you start by coming up with a
hypothesis, you get data, get results, analyze these
results, test your hypothesis and interpret your results
and communicate your findings through publications,
thereby finishing the research process. However, as
new hypotheses can be generated from these findings,
the last part of this research process needs particular
attention regarding how to store these data so that they
can be reused in follow-up experiments. This is where
the linear research process becomes a closed loop and
we can talk about the use of research data in a data life
cycle. Data then need to be stored in such a way that
they can be re-utilized, providing better reproducibility
and transparency to the research process. These are key
elements of the FAIR principles in data management.
In a sense, the publication of your research is only
the beginning of the data life cycle for that project.
With this in mind, we need to pay special attention to
saving enough resources to make our data available for
future interpretation. One way to address these issues
is to develop a data management plan early on in the
research process. There are many resources available for
researchers to develop these data management plans,
such as a short course (i.e. data management awareness
training provided by the Central Medical Library) and a
template data management plan in the UMCG Research
Toolbox.
■■ BY JAIME MONDRAGÓN
■■ PHOTO BY GERT MEIJER
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In Memoriam
Sietze Looijenga
(1963-2019)

On Friday, February 1, 2019, Sietze Looijenga, former policy advisor and head of office of BCN, died after
a massive stroke. For all of us, the ominous message came like a bolt out of the blue. A wonderful person,
smart, loyal, sensitive and humorous, was suddenly gone. The last six years, Sietze was director of QANU
(Quality Assurance Netherlands Universities), having been project manager and deputy director before.
He was the right person in the right position. As Peter van Lieshout, chair of the QANU board, said in his
commemorative speech, Sietze’s knowledge of quality assurance in higher education was unsurpassed
and as director he was deeply committed to the organisation and its values. Also, Peter van Lieshout
reminded us that when Sietze spoke, university boards and their support staff listened intently.
Personally, I got to know Sietze when he started at the University of Groningen and decided to become
a linguist. He was a punker in those days, but painstakingly accurate in observing abstract linguistic
regularities. His MA thesis was a masterpiece that earned him the predicate cum laude. Yet, Sietze felt
more attracted to academic management and policy. He became the manager of my department
and joined me in initiating European exchange programmes. Together with my colleagues Wolfgang
Mackiewicz from the Freie Universität Berlin and Piet Van de Craen from the Vrije Universiteit Brussel
he helped to set up the European Language Council, a large-scale organisation devoted to issues of
multilingualism in Europe. Sietze eventually moved to Berlin to become Wolfgang Mackiewicz’s closest
collaborator. It was in this period that he became thoroughly acquainted with systems of quality
assurance in higher education in Europe.
During one of our visits to Berlin, Sharon, my partner, and I stayed in a hotel near Tempelhof airport. One
night, Sietze came to join us for dinner and introduced us to Birgit Kristen, the woman he had fallen in
love with. She was a German teacher in Amsterdam and shared with Sietze a passionate love for the city
of Berlin. Sharon and I will never forget that wonderful evening in a small restaurant with two lovers.
In 1998, when BCN was preparing a grant application within the context of the so-called
breedtestrategie, Sietze returned to Groningen to assist Diek Duifhuis, BCN’s director at that time.
The school was successful and received financial means to hire twelve postdoctoral fellows.
As Janke Looijenga, one of his sisters, ended her commemorative speech, Sietze was an ordinary person,
but a very special one.
By Frans Zwarts
Photo courtesy of QANU
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Mindwise duo interview: On being a journal editor
What do professors do all day? Right from the start of their bachelor’s programme, students know that
professors teach. Additionally, most students find out soon after the start of their first year of their
studies that professors conduct research. But did you know that they are also expected to perform
various administrative tasks? These tasks may range from chairing the departmental examinations
committee to serving in a faculty working group on internationalization, to representing local
colleagues in a national network, or to being on the board of an international organization.

Are you, like many other students, unsure about what exactly these types of administrative tasks
entail? Mindwise decided to lift the veil on one task regularly being taking on by professors: being an
editor for a scientific journal. Specifically, we asked Rafaele Huntjens, associate professor of clinical
psychology, about being an associate editor for the Journal of Behavior Therapy and Experimental
Psychiatry, and Kai Epstude, associate professor of social psychology, about being editor-in-chief
of Social Psychology.
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MINDWISE:

Why did you decide to become an editor?

For me there were two main reasons to become an
associate editor. The first reason was to get a view “behind the scenes”,
that is, inside knowledge about the review and editorial process.
This has indeed proved to be useful and interesting. For example, I
am now more aware of the importance of adhering to the journal’s
aims and scope, so I understand better why manuscripts are sent out
for review or immediately rejected. Besides, I gained insight into the
(partly automated) systems used to select possible reviewers (other
than those suggested by the manuscript authors) and the criteria
underlying this selection.
My second reason was that as an associate editor, I hoped to get a
broader view of the field of experimental psychopathology. With
the Journal of Behavior Therapy and Experimental Psychiatry, submitted
manuscripts are not assigned to one of the four associate editors
based on topic expertise, but randomly. Consequently, I get assigned
manuscripts that start from different theories and use different
experimental paradigms from those used in my own field (that of
trauma-related and dissociative disorders). This provides a fresh input
of new ideas.
E P S T U D E : I have always done quite a lot of manuscript reviewing,
mostly because many of the people I worked with were journal editors.
When, some years ago, I was asked to become an associate editor
at Experimental Psychology, I thought this was a good opportunity to
get editorial experience myself. It was also a good choice because
social cognition research (which is in my area of expertise) is not the
main focus of Experimental Psychology. So, I did not immediately have
to handle a huge number of manuscripts and could take some time to
learn how to be an editor.
H U N TJ E N S :

>> Sometimes a finding has already
beenshown to replicate (or not) by various
other researchers. Especially in the latter
case, authors respond very negatively. <

About 3 years ago, I was asked to consider becoming editor-in-chief
of Social Psychology. Naturally, that is much more work, which is added
on top of my regular tasks at the University of Groningen. The reason
why I decided to become the editor-in-chief anyway is that the field
of social psychology is changing very rapidly, also under the critical
eye of the scientific community and the wider public, especially in the
Netherlands. I figured I had the choice between becoming grumpy
after an overdose of Twitter or the Volkskrant science section and
actually doing something that will affect the way research is done.
Editing a journal such as Social Psychology, which is small but linked
to closely linked to open science and transparent research practices,
provides a good chance to contribute to an important enterprise.

Can you give an example of a challenge that you
faced during your editorship, and how you dealt with it?
MINDWISE:

E P S T U D E : Social Psychology is quite closely linked to the changing
practices within our research area. We were the first journal to have
a special issue on replications, and still regularly publish replications.
However, such manuscripts are not complete exceptions anymore
(compared to a few years ago), and there are now better criteria for how
to evaluate them. Moreover, some findings attract replications by quite
a lot of different researchers. Therefore, replication papers may also get
rejected, because they do not fit the current standards. Sometimes a
finding has already been shown to replicate (or not) by various other
researchers. Especially in the latter case, authors respond very negatively.
When I anticipate such a response, I usually consult with at least one
associate editor who has expertise in the specific area of research. This
leads to a more detailed desk-rejection letter, which seems to help take
away the idea that we are hostile towards replication manuscripts.
H U N TJ E N S : The challenges I face also mainly revolve around issues
related to publication bias and the replication crisis, and how to
integrate the guidelines and suggestions following from the critical
analysis of this crisis into our editorial process. Authors and reviewers
are not always knowledgeable about the problems (e.g., harking,
p-hacking), so I feel a responsibility to make them more aware of these
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problems and their possible solutions. We value replication studies
irrespective of the outcome and ask for official trial registration of all
clinical trials. However, the practical application of some suggestions
is not always easy. For example, authors can be asked to clearly
distinguish between confirmatory and exploratory analyses and, if
needed, correct for family-wise error, but it is more difficult to allow
registered reports and make data available to readers (e.g., allowing
for anonymity and sufficient data information at the same time). The
editorial team of the Journal of Behavior Therapy and Experimental
Psychiatry is working hard to develop procedures for this.
H U N TJ E N S : You mention replication studies as an important
example of changing research practices. What is your take on
other changes, more specifically open data access? Do you
think it is practically feasible in your field to incorporate this?
E P S T U D E : Making materials and data available is mandatory for
publication in Social Psychology (since the beginning of 2018). To
reduce the workload for authors, we only ask for those things right
before the final acceptance of the paper (unless the editor or the
reviewers request them earlier). That seems to work well. But while it
is relatively easy for studies using written materials, I can see privacy
issues arising for audiovisual or qualitative data. In such cases, we ask
for the code books and the coded data. Luckily, so far, there have been
no major issues since we introduced this mandatory step.

Statistical power is a very important criterion for
evaluating studies and it receives increasingly more attention.
In social psychology, there is simply a tendency for larger
and larger samples. I was wondering how clinical psychology
research is dealing with this issue, given that large samples
might be difficult to get?
EPSTUDE:

H U N TJ E N S : Indeed, the trend for larger samples also applies to patient
studies. Clinical trials have to be preregistered, taking sample size
into account. I am slightly more lenient when it comes to studies of
patients with rare conditions, as it is often simply not feasible to gather
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>> The editorial process is really a
fundamental part of the scientific endeavor
of publishing high-quality papers. <

large enough samples then. At the same time, we ask researchers to
optimize their study design (e.g., use multiple repeated measures),
apply appropriate statistical techniques, and add power indications.
Luckily, in the field we also have the option of analog studies as an
additional way for investigating the mechanisms underlying disorders
at play; these studies can be done in large samples which ensures
optimal internal validity.

Being an editor seems like quite a bit of (extra) work.
Do you feel the university values this kind of service to the
scientific community?
MINDWISE:

Indeed, being (associate) editor takes a lot of time. At the
moment, I do not get any credit for it in terms of reduced teaching,
so I do this mainly in my own time. This is a strange situation, as the
editorial process is really a fundamental part of the scientific endeavor
of publishing high-quality papers.
E P S T U D E : I also mostly do this work in my own time. As I have to read
up to 200 papers per year and make an initial decision regarding desk
rejection, lots of Sundays are devoted to just that. Our faculty views
such tasks in terms of how they benefit our resumes. I agree that this a
strange situation. The university aims for transparent research practices
and the highest methodological standards. However, the university
should not forget that it is the (associate) editors who can promote such
standards in a quite powerful manner for an entire discipline.
H U N TJ E N S :

■■ BY R A FA E L E H U N TJ E N S A N D K A I E P S T U D E

Originally published by Mindwise.
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Mindwise: My research inspiration
Why can we learn from patients?
A research master’s, also the one in Behavioral
and Social Sciences, prepares its students for a
PhD and a future career in academia. Learning
goals include learning how to conduct a metaanalysis or systematic review, design a scientific
poster, write a PhD proposal, or how to use
various statistical methods such as repeated
measures and multivariate analysis (for more
information, please visit https://www.rug.
nl/masters/behavioural-and-social-sciencesresearch). In addition, courses are available
about your specific interest or specialization;
clinical neuropsychology, in my case. When I
started studying Psychology in 2013, the field
of clinical neuropsychology appeared abstract
and rather technical to me. However, I soon
discovered that clinical neuropsychology is,
largely, an applied science, involved in the brainbehavior relationship and particularly focused
on the daily life consequences of brain disorders.
Consequently, research topics in this field
involve studying and working with people with
brain damage. Therefore, I considered doing a
clinical science traineeship, instead of a research
traineeship. So, in September 2018, I started my
clinical traineeship in the Department of Medical
Psychology at the Medical Center in Leeuwarden
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(MCL). In my opinion, clinical experience and
contact with patients is a very valuable, essential
addition to the study programme.
In the Department of Medical Psychology of
the MCL, among other things, the focus is on
performing neuropsychological examinations
and diagnostics. Because I had already worked
with most of the neuropsychological tests used
in the department and had assessed different
(patient) groups during my bachelor’s thesis, I
expected that administering these tests would be
one of the less challenging parts of my internship.
I even felt a bit rushed, eager to start focusing
on learning new things, such as how to do a
(hetero) anamnesis (an intake with the patient
and his/her relative or caregiver) or interpret
neuropsychological test results. A classical
“internship-rookie” mistake. Gladly, my internship
supervisor, a clinical neuropsychologist, noticed
this. She told me to slow down a bit. I should
rather use the opportunity to get familiar with
different kinds of patients and with the different
approach to neuropsychological testing in a
clinical setting, as compared to the research
approach. She could not have been more right. I
only then began to understand the big difference
between an assessment for research purposes
and for clinical practice.
What I learned was that, next to involving
a (hetero) anamnesis, the testing during
a neuropsychological assessment in
clinical practice requires a totally different
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focus. How patients perform a task and how they
feel and act during the assessment is an essential
and integrated part of the assessment, on which
eventual conclusions are based. For example:
how quickly does a patient understand the
instructions? Is he/she easily distracted? Does he/
she work systematically? In other words, while in
a research setting test scores are only compared
with the performance of a relevant norm group,
in clinical practice the scores are incorporated
with an in-depth analysis of individual
performance and characteristics. These individual
performances are usually not described in
scientific articles.
Another big difference between research and
clinical practice, is that for a research project
there are certain exclusion criteria for selecting
participants. At a hospital, however, there is no
such option: we also assess patients who would
be unsuited for participating in a study. To give a
few examples I encountered in the short period
of my internship at the MCL, I assessed a patient
who was extremely emotional and burst into
tears when she told us her granddaughter had to
get a tooth pulled. Another patient fell asleep five
(!) times during a two-hour assessment. Assessing
these types of patients requires some creativity
and teaches you, forces you, to look beyond
the test material to still get the most out of the
assessment.

example, for my PhD proposal, I am interested in
financial decision-making. During my traineeship,
patients told me about the consequences of
their brain damage on their daily functioning,
including their financial skills. One woman
told me that she got into trouble for spending
too much money on magazine subscriptions,
because she had forgotten how many she already
subscribed too. Another patient told me his trick
to remember his PIN code after forgetting it while
grocery shopping: he wrote it in encoded form in
his diary. Stories like these inspire and motivate
me to do research, and thereby to learn more
about how we can assess the complex ability of
financial decision-making. And hopefully, in due
time, how we can treat it.
The clinical research traineeship is not
compulsory in the (research) master’s programme
in Clinical Neuropsychology at our university,
mainly due to a relative shortage of positions.
However, I think that it has great additional value
to skills you can learn in a (research) master’s,
and to doing research in general. Contact with
patients can be an inspiration for your (future)
research project, because patients and their
stories are what makes a research topic come to
life.
■■ BY JOSEPHIEN JANSEN
■■ IMAGE BY ALEX PROIMOS, LICENCED
UNDER CC BY 2.0.

Hearing stories of patients is another great
advantage of doing a clinical traineeship. For

Originally published by Mindwise.

Josephien Jansen is a Research Master
student in Clinical Neuropsychology.
She is mainly interested in the concept
of decision-making in various clinical
groups. For her master’s thesis, she is
investigating financial decision-making
abilities (and the influence of cognition on
these abilities) in patients with Parkinson’s
Disease. For this purpose, she is assessing
patients with Parkinson’s Disease across
the Netherlands and in Antwerp, Belgium.
In addition, Josephien is an intern at the
Medical Psychology Department of the
Medical Centre in Leeuwarden, where
she is involved in the diagnostic process
of geriatric patients with cognitive
complaints.
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The future of the brain and the mind
What is the current state-of-the-art technology, well at least leading up to 2014, in
the field of neuroscience? How does the idea of “nanobot” assemblers that patrol
the blood stream and assist in the molecular repair mechanisms associated with
reduced aging processes sound? Will we be able to upload our consciousness
into a computer in the future? These and other interesting questions are part of
a scholarly reflection of the brain and the mind in essays assembled by Professor
Gary Marcus and Dr. Jeremy Freeman and the work of Professor Michio Kaku. The
two books published in 2014 and 2015, The future of the brain: essays by the world’s
leading neuroscientist and The future of the mind: the scientific quest to understand,
enhance and empower the mind, take the reader through a journey into the what
was known about the physiology and psychology of the brain at that time.
Together, these two books provide the reader with complementary perspectives
about the brain as an organ and offer distinct perspectives on the brain as a
biopsychosocial construct.

The brain: genetics, dynamics, and
behavior
The future of the brain: essays by the world’s
leading neuroscientist, edited by Professor Gary
Marcus and Dr. Jeremy Freeman, provides a
current perspective into the state-of-the-art
research in neuroscience. Professor Marcus
is a professor of psychology at New York
University and Dr. Freeman is a researcher at
Howard Hughes Medical Institute’s Janelia
Farm Research Campus. This book includes
original essays from leading researchers
such as George Church, Christof Koch, Olaf
Sporns and 2014 Nobel laureates May-Britt
and Edvard Moser. The future of the brain is
divided into six sections: 1) Mapping the brain;
2) Computation; 3) Simulating the brain; 4)
Language; 5) Skeptics; and 6) Implications.

The essays included in this book not only
present the current efforts to understand the
components of the brain but also discuss the
challenges the field of neuroscience faces, while
providing possible solutions that could yield
improved comprehension of the inner workings
of the brain. While the first section of the book
presents an insight into the past, present, and
future regarding the brain’s infrastructure, the
second section presents the current challenges
behind understanding the brain as an organ
that performs computations. The Human Brain
Project is presented in the third section, and
complex behavior is explored in the fourth
section involving language. The limitations
that the current state-of-the-art technology
faces, different approaches, and contrasting
theories regarding the human consciousness,

and the translational feasibility of bridging the
gap between neuropsychology and behavior in
neuroscience are presented in the fifth section.
The last section of the book introduces the
possible impact that the advances in technology
and genetic information could have in patient
management in the near future.

The mind: animal consciousness,
silicon consciousness, and alien
consciousness
The future of the mind: the scientific quest to
understand, enhance and empower the mind by
Professor Michio Kaku of the City University
of New York is a blend of science fiction,
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pop culture, ethics, philosophy, psychology,
neurology, genetics, and cutting-edge
research in neuroscience. Dr. Kaku, professor
of physics and co-founder of string field
theory, provides an interesting, logical, and
narrative perspective into consciousness
(not just human consciousness) and the field
of cognitive neuroscience. From savants to
telepathy, telekinesis, and uploading memories
to computers, Professor Kaku engages in
interesting and controversial topics throughout
this book. This book incorporates elements
that study the two greatest mysteries in all of
science: the mind and the universe. Three books
make up The future of the mind: 1) The mind
and consciousness; 2) Mind over matter; and 3)
Altered consciousness. The first book takes us
through the origins of modern neuroscience
by presenting a historical framework, from
last century, that allowed for the explosion of
knowledge regarding the brain and cognitive
processes. The second book explores how
scientific innovations and the current state-ofthe-art research can in the near feature bestow
humans with what before was only conceived
in science fiction: telepathy, telekinesis, and
enhancing memory and intelligence. Finally, the
third book presents the neuroscience behind
different states of consciousness from sleep
to altered states of consciousness like coma
and schizophrenia; furthermore, the prospects
of artificial intelligence and current projects
attempting to reverse engineer the brain.

What do these books have in
common?
The short answer is that both books provide
a perspective into the future of the brain. If
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we want to elaborate, then both books are
very optimistic and realistic interpretations of
the current state of neuroscience. Although a
scientific background facilitates the intellectual
navigation of both books, curiosity and interest
in the current state of neuroscience should be
sufficient motivational drivers for the reader.
After reading both books, two things are very
clear to the reader. First, we live in the “Big
Data” era, where we are generating more data
that we can currently analyze, thus highlighting
the importance of the emerging field of
neuroinformatics. Secondly, the driving force
behind the renewed interest in neuroscience
relates to the applicability of the findings; in
essence, how this knowledge will improve the
lives of taxpayers.

What is different about these books?
While both books are academic exercises,
each employs a distinct narrative. The future
of the mind is engaging, controversial, and
full of historical anecdotes; this makes for an
interesting and smooth read. On the other
hand, the essays in The future of the brain could
easily be found as the preface of a neuroscience
meeting. While Professor Kaku attempts to
tell a story in which he incorporates historical
anecdotes, science fiction, and pop culture
references, and the opinions of some leading
researchers in neuroscience to support his
theory of consciousness. The future of the brain
attempts to synthesize the latest available
evidence regarding our understanding of the
brain.
The future of the brain presents concrete ideas
and future perspectives based on the theories

generated by cutting-edge research. In contrast,
The future of the mind at times oversimplifies
concepts, which results in inaccuracies that
can provoke a little intellectual discomfort to a
neuroscience researcher. However, the essence
of Dr. Kaku’s book is to explain very complex
and abstract concepts to a wide audience, not
necessarily scientists, while at the same time
propose very provocative ideas about the future
of the mind based on what I would consider
limited knowledge.
The essays in The future of the brain are not
meant to be inclusive or representative of the
entire field of neuroscience; however, this book
could be considered a comprehensive overview
of the current state of neuroscience. On the
other hand, The future of the mind presents the
space-time theory of consciousness, which
states that “…human consciousness involves the
ability to create a model of the world and then
simulate the model into the future, in order to
attain a goal.” Furthermore, Dr. Kaku provides a
definition of mental illness based on his spacetime theory of consciousness, “mental illness is
largely caused by the disruption of the delicate
checks and balances between competing
feedback loops that simulate the future.”

Final thoughts
While The future of the brain is an academic
exercise for people with scientific backgrounds
and interest in neuroscience, it is a survey of
research being done in neuroscience, without
subjecting this research or its merit to a
critical perspective. In order to reach a wider
audience, it is understandable why Professor
Kaku does not try to review the quality of

the evidence; thus, by just providing what he
considers the most relevant evidence for the
topic, he develops his space-time theory of
consciousness. One might argue that some
of the ideas that Professor Kaku proposed are
farfetched (e.g. telepathy, telekinesis, genetically
boosting our intelligence and memory) or
based on oversimplified mechanisms. However,
another perspective could be that he is
attempting to push our conceptual boundaries
of what is currently known by thinking outside
the box. Philosophically speaking, Dr. Kaku does
not fall into the trap of presenting his ideas and
scientific evidence from a reductionist point of
view. Personally, I do not criticize these claims,
but I caution the reader that some of his ideas
are very provocative and not presented with
strict academic rigor. I enjoyed reading the book
even in the moments my face flinched with
some of his ideas and compelling but anecdotebased evidence.
I would recommend both books (available
through SmartCat) to the members of the BCN
community, The future of the brain as a survey
of the field of neuroscience and The future of
the mind as an entertaining, yet informative
inside look at the complexity of the mind as a
construct. Finally, I would like to leave you with
my favorite quote from these books. Professor
Kaku writes, “of all the tools that humanity
has harnessed since the dawn of time, by far
the most powerful and productive has been
science.”
■■ BY JAIME MONDRAGÓN
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Opening of the
Alzheimer Center Groningen
The Alzheimer Centrum Groningen (ACG) was presented to both the public and
scientific community on January 24th, 2019. A series of presentations and discussions
were held in the Rode Zaal of the UMCG that evening. The event featured talks from
the directors Prof. dr. Peter Paul de Deyn and Prof. dr. Sophia de Rooij, Dr. Nynke
Smidt as well as from a patient with Alzheimer’s disease. The event also featured
a short film that included interviews from participating ACG investigators and an
interactive session with a patient, a caretaker and health professionals, culminating
with the opening ceremony.
The main objectives of the ACG are to develop groundbreaking research to better
understand the development of dementia (e.g. origin and mechanisms), as well as to
develop and apply effective and feasible interventions (e.g. physical exercise), care
strategies and innovations aimed at improving the quality of life, integrated care,
and support for people with dementia and their caretakers. The ACG is comprised
of many clinical departments (e.g. neurology, geriatrics, radiology, nuclear medicine
and medical imaging, neuropsychology and epidemiology) as well as research groups
throughout the UMCG and RUG (e.g. nanotechnology, neuroinflammation, linguistics,
psychology, diagnostic biomarkers, Down syndrome, and neuroimaging). Memorabel
projects are associated with several ACG endeavors, involving four research domains:
1) physiopathological mechanisms, 2) diagnosis, 3) prevention and treatment, and 4)
effective care and support.
Over 94 research projects are part of Memorabel in the Netherlands alone. These
projects study the Alzheimer’s disease patient population, as well as frontotemporal
dementia, Lewi body dementia, and vascular dementia. The ACG not only attempts to
answer preclinical, clinical, and epidemiological questions, but also seeks to impact
the quality of life of patients and their caretakers.
■■ BY JAIME MONDRAGON
■■ PHOTOS BY MICHIEL HOOIVELD
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Timing and Memory in Aging and Mild Cognitive Impairment
Empirical and Computational Studies

Sarah Maaß1, Leendert van Maanen2, Martin Riemer3, Thomas Wolbers3 & Hedderik van Rijn1
1University of Groningen, The Netherlands, 2University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands, 3German Center for Neurodegenerative Disease, Germany

Interval timing is instantiated by an interplay of a time source (“the clock”), working memory for the current interval, and long-term memory of all previous perceived intervals (Van Rijn et al., 2014).
Timing performance in cognitive decline is typically characterised by decreased accuracy (“noisier clock”) compared to healthy controls
(Paraskevoudi et al., 2018). However, memory deﬁciencies associated with cognitive decline might also affect temporal performance.
Two contrasting hypotheses can be postulated:
(1) memory deﬁciencies could hamper the storage of perceived intervals over trials, thus resulting in less inﬂuence of earlier perceived durations.
(2) patients might have difﬁculty holding on to the just perceived duration due to memory deﬁciencies, and thus rely more on a global representation of
earlier perceived intervals.
Here we test temporal performance in amnestic mild cognitive impaired (aMCI) patients and matched controls, the latter split in two groups based on memory performance (pass/fail).
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• 43 Healthy aged participants (60-84, split in 2 groups)
• 10 aMCIs participants (60-84)
• Clinical Assessment: MOCA questionnaire & amnestic
parts of the CERAD (word-learning and recall )
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Task: 1-sec Productions (20 times)

Visual:

Rationale:
Assess the inﬂuence of Memory in a multi-duration
reproduction task (Maaß et al., submitted). The regression
toward the mean (RTM) indexes the inﬂuence of previous
intervals stored in Memory.

Bayesian Timing
Effects of Clock Noise
Stimulus
Perception

Sarah Maass (Experimental Psychology), Friederike
Reesing (Radiology), and Jidde Jacobi (Linguistics)
were this year’s proud winners of the BCN PhD
Poster Award! Franciska de Beer and Toon
Scheurink both won the BCN Master Student Poster
Award.

Exp 2: Temporal Memory

Research Questions

1. Is aMCI signatured by more clock noise?
2. Is long-term interval storage intact in aMCI patients?
3. Do aMCI patients regress more towards the mean than
controls?

Rationale:
Asses Clock Noise using 20 repeated productions of a wellengrained interval (1 s), a task that does not incorporate
memory updating nor the processing of feedback
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Empirical data is quantiled per participant, after which a maximum-likelihood-based ﬁtting procedure was
used to determine optimal parameters per participant. Parameter recovery was shown to be stable. Model
ﬁts are based on a log-normal prior distribution with a mean of 1.4 and an estimated standard deviation of
sprior. The shape of the prior and wm determine RTM and dispersion, wp adds dispersion.
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Note that initial model ideas were taken from Jazayeri, M., & Shadlen, M. N. (2010). Temporal context calibrates interval timing. Nature neuroscience, 13(8), 1020.

Conclusions and Outlook

• In contrast to reports in literature, clock noise is stable over different populations
• Long-term storage of intervals is intact, and takes precedence over the relative inﬂuence of the just
perceived duration (aMCI patients rely stronger on the prior)
• Mathematical model underscores the central role of the prior in memory-deﬁcient populations

Open questions:

• How does the prior get instantiated, given that the perceived durations seem to be only weakly
encoded? Or is encoding strong, but access lost (ACh hypothesis)?
• Is this phenomenon speciﬁc to timing? Follow-up study in navigational domain.
• Would ﬁne-grained memory indices predict RTM? Follow-up study using SlimStampen.

Regression toward the mean increases with memory decline, non-attributable to changes in clock noise.
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Franciska de Beer

Decisions on the fly
The drift diffusion model: can it be applied to fruit flies?
Franciska de Beer—GELIFES & Bernoulli Institute, University of Groningen

Introduction

Drift diffusion model

Experiments

Ratcliff’s influential drift diffusion model (DDM) aims
to explain how humans make decisions.1 The computational model simulates the steps of making a
two-choice decision. Hence, it can be used to predict human behaviour.

In an egg-laying experiment, wild type female
Drosophila have to choose the best site to lay their
eggs based on chemosensory cues, such as olfaction and gustation.

Testing drift rate hypothesis
The DDM has been able to account for a wide
range of behaviours.2 But despite its popularity,
there is little neural evidence for the model.
However, by instead using the fruit fly Drosophila
melanogaster, it would be possible to investigate
the neural mechanisms underlying decision making, and thus to causally check the model.

Figure 1. Visual display of the drift diffusion model. Reprinted from R. Ratcliff and G. McKoon, 2008.

• The DDM describes decision making as the accu-

mulation of evidence until a threshold is reached.

Figure 2. Visual display of the egg-laying experiment manipulating task difficulty.

• Drift rate: speed of evidence accumulation.

Testing threshold hypothesis

• Threshold: amount of information necessary to

make a decision.

Figure 3. Visual display of the egg-laying experiment manipulating temperature.

Objectives

Hypotheses

1. Design an experiment to study decision making
in Drosophila melanogaster.

1. Difficult decisions lead to slower drift rates, lower
RTs, and lower accuracy.

2. Fit the DDM to behavioural data of D. melanogaster.

2. High temperature acts as a stressor and causes
females to lay eggs faster. This will lower the
thresholds, reduce RTs, and lower accuracy.

3. Causally test the DDM parameters by manipulating neurons involved in decision making.

Causal tests
Causal tests of the drift rate and thresholds will be done
using transgenic flies in which neurons will be hyperactivated, silenced, and stimulated by optogenetics.

3. Manipulating sensory and stress-sensitive neurons will alter the drift rate and thresholds.
Figure 4. Visual display of the egg-laying experiment with optogenetics.
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Toon Scheurink

Whole body vibration: effects on physiology, cognition and the serotonergic system
Toon Scheurink, Tamás Oroszi and Eddy van der Zee

Whole body vibration (WBV) leads to health
benefits that are remarkably similar to those of
exercise:
• Increased muscle strength
• Improved gait
• Enhanced attention

WBV group
Experimental
2 daily whole body
vibration sessions
5 min per session
6 hours apart

Pseudo-WBV group
Control
2 daily sessions, no WBV
5 min per session
6 hours apart
No whole body vibration

Exercise group
Positive control
Free access to running
wheel
No WBV protocol

Results are in comparison to start of
experiment. Pseudo WBV

Helpful for people who cannot exercise
The aim of the current study is to investigate
whether changes in the serotonergic system
may underlie the improved cognition after WBV
and exercise. A second aim is to study whether
the physiological health benefits of exercise may
also occur after WBV. More precisely, we study
whether WBV may lead to improved
cardiovascular functioning also seen after
voluntary wheel running.

Sources

If WBV can properly mimic the effects of exercise,
we may conclude that:
• 10 min WBV / day is be sufficient to mimic the
exercise-induced changes in cognition and
cardiovascular functioning
Behavioral tests
Novel object test

- WBV setup picture
Schwarz, A. “Reactions of the Rat Musculoskeletal System to Compressive
Spinal Cord Injury (SCI) and Whole Body Vibration (WBV) Therapy.” Journal
of Musculoskeletal & Neuronal Interactions, June 2015.

Physiological measurements
Heart rate
Blood pressure
Body temperature

Immunohistochemistry
5-HT
5-HIAA

- (1)
Disabled World. “Physical & Mobility Impairments: Information &
News.” Disabled World, Disabled World, 3 Mar. 2015, www.disabledworld.com/disability/types/mobility/.

• This may open therapeutic possibilities for
patients with movement disabilities and /or
neurodegenerative diseases.

- (2)
“Possible Underlying Mechanisms.” Whole Body Vibrations:
Physical and Biological Effects on the Human Body, by Redha
Taiar et al., CRC Press/Taylor & Francis, 2018.
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The 2019 BCN
Winter Meeting
This year’s winter meeting was special for the reason that it was the
first time (ever?) that it didn’t take place in Groningen… No fewer than
two busses headed to Enschede at 8.00 in the morning of February 7,
2019. Hosted by the DesignLab of the University of Twente, we were
invited to attend a number of lectures and the traditional poster
session in a trendy room that encouraged everyone to think outside
the box, prompted by tables with legos and magnetic sand to play
with during the talks. Perhaps the highlight of the day consisted of the
tours around various labs, where guides showed off the technology
of the future, including magnetic needles for robot surgery, all kinds
of cutting-edge prosthetics, and head-mounted displays to facilitate
walking for people with Parkinson’s Disease.
■■ PHOTOS BY SANDER MARTENS
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>>BE R RY’S CO LUM N

All good things come to an end
All good things must come to an end. Is this how
we think of 2018? Or will we think this way about
2019? Nelly Furtado’s 2006 song certainly came
to my mind when I ended my regular tenure as
BCN-Brain director, and thus as a member of
the BCN board, in December 2018. In the past
8 years, I had the opportunity to be actively
involved in the UMCG part of BCN, and to be
frank: I enjoyed it! To be able to meet so many
talented researchers and students and work
with so many highly motivated people in order
to further research was a wonderful experience.
It also made me humble, and it made me
contemplate how research can be organized –
I want to share two thoughts with you briefly.

>> Why was Julius Caesar
able to conquer Gaul? <

Should research be conducted bottom-up
or top-down? Do the dynamics originate
from inspired individuals or from intrusive
institutions? I strongly believe that novel
questions and novel approaches have their
origins in individual researchers’ creative ideas.
But, bringing together such individuals and
trying to organize their interaction adds tons
of value to the creative process. Pondering this,
an analogy from classical history comes to my
mind. Why was Julius Caesar able to conquer
Gaul? Not because his weapons were better, his
technology superior, or his legionnaires braver.
It was the superior organization of the Roman
empire that beat the brave but poorly organized
Gaul tribes.

putting neuroscience research on the agenda
of the university board and the various faculty
boards.

So, how does this fit in with BCN? What is the
function of this type of research institute or
research school? First and foremost, it should
provide an organizational framework for
individual researchers to benefit from each
other’s skills, expertise and creativity. It must
offer an environment in which students and
young researchers acquire their necessary
research experience. It should also provide
protection for individual researchers, allowing
them to pursue their research interests, by

My administrative tenure in BCN / BCN-Brain
has ended, but my participation has not. My
successor, Iris Sommer, will take over as BCNBrain director. She will bring fresh ideas, novel
initiatives and persistent spirit. Not all good
things must come to end; some will endure and
blossom recurrently. Think BCN!

Has BCN been successful in these functions?
As a research school, BCN has clearly offered
and achieved a lot over the past decades. As a
“political” organization it has visibly promoted
neuroscience research in the RUG arena of
conflicting interests and financial claims. As a
network of neuroscience researchers, it has as
yet unfulfilled potential. But, perhaps it is not
necessary for an institute like BCN to intrude
on the spontaneous meeting of minds that
characterizes an academic community. Talented
people will find one another.

■■ BY BERRY KREMER
■■ PHOTO BY SANDER MARTENS

>> Talented people will
find one another <
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Tales of PhDs and Masters at the BCN PhD Council’s 2018 Borrel
Last December 14th, we the BCN PhD Council
organized a very special event to say goodbye
to a very successful 2018. It was a celebration
to gather the PhD community as well as the
master’s students from BCN on the same roof at
the Martinus Brouwerij.
The night was filled with laughter, goodbyes
from the ones who would return home to spend
the holidays, some in Utrecht others to Mexico,
but, above all, there were stories about the
achievements and misfortunes of last year’s
projects. At the beginning, there were two
groups, the PhD and master’s students, but
as the night advanced, the divisions became
diluted. PhD and master’s students told similar
tales – the exchange could be seen as one
remembering the past and the other foreseeing
the future.
With new friends and objectives to be met,
we said goodbye to last year and saluted 2019
closely approaching.
Now that the year has started, don’t forget to
look up and appreciate what is happening and
who is beside you. Recognize that this year is
already passing, and at the end of the year, you
will have your own tales of adventures on the
quest of your PhD.
Sincerely,
The BCN PhD Council
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Dear fellow BCNers,
Since the last issue of the newsletter, we have been working on
providing more transparency about the statistics requirement of your
PhD training. BCN provides a basic and a more advanced statistics
course, but depending on your project, neither of these courses might
suit your needs very well. We have created a list of courses that you can
follow as an alternative to the courses that BCN offers. After all, we want
to learn the statistics that really help us out in our own projects. If you
are interested in the list, we advise you to contact us (email below) or
Diana Koopmans (BCN coordinator).
We also conducted a survey with our research master students to
measure their interest in applying for scholarship positions within
the bursary programme. We found that a great majority (85%) of the
responders would apply for such a position. It’s important to mention
that their interest is not motivated by the benefits of a bursary position
(i.e., curiosity-driven, working on own proposal), but, instead, they are
interested because it provides the opportunity for doing a PhD project.
Does that really make the experiment worth it?
As the PhD council, we represent you at the Education Committees and
at the Graduate School of Medical Sciences (GSMS). We also promote
educational events and organize social activities. We are always happy
to hear from you what kind of educational events or activities you want.
Also, when you have suggestions for new activities, for speakers you
want to attract (e.g., for seminars or master classes), or in case you have
general concerns about current policy, don’t hesitate to send us an email:
bcnphdcouncil@list.rug.nl.
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Stefan Huijser (Chair)
Artificial Intelligence &
Cognitive Engineering, FSE

Mayra Bittencourt
Villalpando

Nafiseh Ghazanfari
Nuclear Medicine and
Molecular Imaging, UMCG

Sebastián Balart Sánchez
Neurology, UMCG

Neurology, UMCG

Rodrigo Moraga Amaro
Nuclear Medicine and
Molecular Imaging, UMCG

Mila Roozen
GELIFES – Groningen Institute
for Evolutionary Life Sciences,
FSE
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>>PH D AN D OTH E R N EWS
Courses organized by The Career
Perspectives Series Team and
Groningen Graduate Schools
The Career Perspectives Series focuses on three
main areas: Information and Awareness, Inside
Academia Perspectives, and Outside Academia
Perspectives.
Please check the website for courses that are
available now: https://www.rug.nl/education/
phd-programmes/during/career-perspectiveseries/cps-courses-and-workshops

Hora Finita
It just became possible to change the amount
of credits one should earn in Hora Finita.
Remember: if you have an appointment for
2 years, you should earn 15 EC in total (10 BCN
EC); if you have an appointment for 3 years,
you should earn 22.5 EC in total (12 BCN EC). If
you need to correct the amount in Hora Finita,
please let me know.

Statistics inventory
The BCN PhD council drew up an inventory of
statistics courses offered by the GSMS, other
graduate schools and courses in the curriculum
of master’s programmes. The list is now finished,
and is enclosed in the invitation email for the
BCN Statistics Course.

BCN Statistics Course

BCN Activities Agenda

The course will start June 24. The course consists
of 5 lectures with the following themes: Basic
concepts of statistics, Introduction to R + data
exploration, Various statistical tests (t-tests,
ANOVA, non-parametric alternatives), Linear
regression and logistic regression and finally
Mixed-effects regression (multilevel modeling).
It is possible to choose another statistics course
instead of the BCN Statistics Course. Please
contact me if you did.

March 21 and 22, 2019
BCN Retreat
March 25, 2019
BCN Advanced (non)linear regression
techniques in R, other course dates:
March 26, 27, April 3, 4, 2019
June 24, 2019
BCN Statistic Course, other course dates:
July 1-4, 2019

Course application: http://cursus.webhosting.
rug.nl/gsms
Please check the website for more detailed
information.
■■ BY DIANA KOOPMANS
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>>G R AN D STU FF
BCN on YouTube

into a recent series of studies that show the
possibilities of tracing the genetic background
of psychiatric illnesses and conditions.
The original research was published in the
journal Molecular Psychiatry.
https://northerntimes.nl/umcg-researchers-findnew-gene-that-correlates-with-depression/

Check out these BCN Researchers on YouTube:
https://www.rug.nl/research/behaviouralcognitive-neurosciences/organisation/bcnresearchers-on-youtube

Marie-José van Tol joins the Young
Academy (De Jonge Akademie) of
the Royal Dutch Academy of Science
(Koninklijke Nederlandse Akademie
van Wetenschappen; KNAW)
The official induction of the new members will
take place on March 21, 2019. Membership lasts
for five years.
https://www.rug.nl/news/2018/11/two-ugresearchers-join-the-young-academy

ZONMw TOP subsidy

Dance your PhD
BCN PhD student Friederike Reeßing
(Radiology), together with her colleague
Piermichele Kobauri (department of Chemistry),
was selected as one of the finalists of the
international “Dance your PhD” competition for
their video explaining the development of lightresponsive MRI contrast agents. You can check
out the video here: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=A0woUTHp3Oo&t=6s
In order to participate in the contest, which
is sponsored by Science Magazine and the
American Association for the Advancement
of Science (AAAS), PhD students are asked

to interpret their research in a dance. The
contributions are judged on their scientific and
artistic merit and the creativity in combining arts
and science.
More information about the competition can
be found here: http://www.sciencemag.org/
projects/dance-your-phd/faq

New gene correlates with depression
UMCG scientists, including BCN member
Catharina Hartman from the Interdisciplinary
Centre Psychopathology and Emotion
regulation (ICPE), have found a new gene that
correlates with depression. The research fits

Marina de Koning-Tijssen has been awarded
with a ZONMw TOP subsidy (€ 675 k). Her
research group will investigate patients with
tremor using artificial intelligence and other
innovative techniques to find new ways to
diagnose and treat these tremors.
https://www.zonmw.nl/nl/actueel/nieuws/
detail/item/top-subsidie-voor-elf-excellenteonderzoeksgroepen/

BCN master rated as top-program
The “Keuzegids” 2019 has just been released
and we’re delighted to let you know that the
BCN master was rated "Top-program" for the
fifth year in a row. We are now the best rated
neuroscience master in the Netherlands.
All this is thanks to your efforts and passion
for the programme. It's a Top achievement for
everybody involved!
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Cool links

>	
Translating thoughts into spoken words could help people unable to speak.

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/01/190129081919.htm

>	
A third of individuals with depression do not respond to SSRIs. This could be because
their neurons display a hyperactive response to serotonin.

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/01/190131162500.htm

>	
Foetal exposure to cannabis affects the functioning of neurons and is associated
with increased anxiety and depressive symptoms, and poorer memory performance.

https://www.the-scientist.com/features/prenatal-exposureto-cannabis-affects-the-developing-brain-65230?_
ga=2.50119968.746352911.1549211881-1837202203.1549211881

>	
Having a name for a concept shapes how we perceive it.

https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/our-language-affects-whatwe-see/
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Anna Leonte

Michiel Hooiveld
Valeria Cernei

Sander Martens

Evelyn Kuiper-Drenth
Nena Lejko

New staff writers wanted!

Do you enjoy reading the Newsletter? If so, why not join
our enthusiastic editorial team and make it even better?
Regardless of whether you’re a master student or PhD student,
it’s a great way to expand your network, improve your English
writing skills, and be actively involved in BCN. Interested? Send
an e-mail to Sander Martens, sander.martens@gmail.com!

Elouise Koops
Jaime Mondragon
Terrin Tamati

Floor Arts

Sebastian Balart-Sanchez

Namrata Rao

Corne Hoekstra
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Gene-environment interactions
on the course of Attention-Deficit/
Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD)
symptoms: From early into late
adolescence
P H D

S T U D E N T

D.M. Brinksma
T H E S I S

Gene-environment interactions on the course of
Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD)
symptoms: From early into late adolescence
P R O M O T O R S

Prof.dr. P.J. Hoekstra
Prof.dr. J.K. Buitelaar
C O P R O M O T O R

Dr. A. Dietrich
F A C U L T Y

Medical Sciences
While Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder
(ADHD) symptoms often persist throughout
adolescence and even adulthood, relatively
little is known about determinants of the course
of ADHD symptoms across adolescence. In
this PhD thesis it was aimed to advance our
understanding why ADHD symptoms persist into
late adolescence in some individuals but not in
others. More specifically, it was analyzed whether
the contribution of genes, environments, and
gene-environment interactions (G×E’s) on ADHD
symptoms may differ across various stages of
adolescence. Different environmental contexts
(e.g., perinatal factors, parenting, stressors,
and school/family context) were examined to

obtain a more comprehensive picture of how
ADHD candidate genes (i.e., DRD4, 5-HTTLPR,
DRD2, COMT, and MAOA), environment, and
their interaction may be involved in adolescent
development. The studies in this PhD thesis
show that there is increasing support that the
interplay between genes and the environment
is crucial in understanding the course of ADHD
symptoms. The search for specific G×E effects, as
well as main effects of genes and environment,
on the course of ADHD symptoms, however,
still represents a complex and unfinished task.
Heterogeneity in terms of the definition of
variables of interest, research designs, and
involved samples have to be taken into account
when interpreting results and planning future
studies. Overall, the specificity of G×E effects on
the course of ADHD symptoms presented in our
studies shows that the precision of timing of the
role of genes, environment, and their interaction
is a pivotal aspect in discovering determinants
of the course of ADHD symptoms across
adolescence.
Djûke Brinksma (1990) studied consecutively
General Social Sciences (BSc) and Development
and Socialisation in Childhood and Adolescence
(MSc) at the University of Utrecht. She did her
research within the department Psychiatry
and the research institute BCN-BRAIN of the
Univerity Medical Center Groningen. The
research was a cooperation between UMCG and
Accare. Brinksma now works as an advisor for
the Health Care and Youth Inspection. She was
promoted on November 7, 2018.

Taking an alternative perspective
on language in autism
P H D

S T U D E N T

J. Overweg
T H E S I S

Taking an alternative perspective on language in
autism
P R O M O T O R S

Prof.dr. P. Hendriks
Prof.dr. C.A. Hartman
F A C U L T Y

Arts
Children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD)
have problems with social communication and
interaction. These problems are possibly partly
due to a perspective-taking deficit, which makes
it difficult to understand that others may think,
know or see things differently. Jessica Overweg
tested whether children with ASD also show
language comprehension problems as a result of
a perspective-taking deficit.
The ability as a hearer to take the speaker’s
perspective into account is important in language
comprehension. For example, perspective-taking
skills are needed to interpret personal pronouns,
such as I and you. Suppose a colleague says:
James said: “You won the price”. To select the
correct referent of you, a shift is needed from the
perspective of the actual speaker (the colleague)
to the perspective of the reported speaker
(James). Without this perspective shift, the hearer
will think that he won the price, even though
the colleague used the pronoun you to refer to

■■ COV E R BY P R I YA S A K T O E ,
THE FRESHMAKERS

himself. To make this perspective shift, a hearer
needs perspective-taking skills.
Overweg tested whether children with ASD have
difficulties interpreting linguistic expressions
that involve perspective taking, such as personal
pronouns. She found that children with ASD show
language comprehension problems partly due to
a perspective-taking deficit. This means that the
perspective-taking deficit in children with ASD
not only influence their social communication
and interaction skills, but also influence their
language comprehension skills. Therefore, it is
important that in the future, in a clinical setting
and at schools, more attention is paid to language
comprehension in children with ASD.
Jessica Overweg (1989) was promoted on
November 8, 2018.
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Unraveling VPS13A pathways:
from Drosophila to human
P H D

S T U D E N T

F. Pinto
T H E S I S

Unraveling VPS13A pathways: from Drosophila to
human
P R O M O T O R

interacting with the ER protein VAP-A. These
results suggest a role in the formation of
ER-mitochondria membrane contact sites.
Interestingly, in cells treated with fatty acid,
VPS13A translocates from mitochondria to newly
synthesized lipid droplets influencing their
motility and size. Our data are discussed and
reveal an emerging role of VPS13A in preventing
neurodegeneration.

Prof.dr. O.C.M. Sibon
C O P R O M O T O R

Prof.dr. S.C.D. van IJzendoorn
F A C U L T Y

Medical Sciences
Chorea-Acanthocytosis (ChAc) is a rare
human neurodegenerative disease caused by
homozygous mutations in the VPS13A gene.
Until now no treatment is available and it is
not known why mutations in this specific gene
lead to neurodegeneration. We established and
validated a suitable model organism, Drosophila
melanogaster, to study ChAc. Drosophila
melanogaster Vps13 mutants showed shortened
life span, decreased climbing ability and the
presence of vacuoles in the brain. Furthermore,
Vps13 mutant flies were sensitive to proteotoxic
stress and accumulated ubiquitylated
proteins. We performed immunoprecipitation
experiments coupled to mass spectrometry (IPMS) in fly heads using control and Vps13 mutant
flies to obtain a list of possible Vps13 interactors
and Galectin was identified as a possible
candidate. The Interaction between Vps13 and
Galectin was validated via immunoprecipitation
in cultured insect cells. In addition, we
showed that human VPS13A is associated with
mitochondria and, through its FFAT domain,

Francesco Pinto (1987) did his research at
the department Cell Biology of the University
Medical Center Groningen. He was promoted on
November 14, 2018.

Neural and cognitive mechanisms
underlying adaptation: Brain
mechanisms that change the priority
of future information based on their
behavioral relevance
P H D

S T U D E N T

B. van den Berg
T H E S I S

Neural and cognitive mechanisms underlying
adaptation: Brain mechanisms that change the
priority of future information based on their
behavioral relevance
P R O M O T O R S

Prof.dr. M.M. Lorist
Prof.dr. A. Aleman
Prof.dr. M.G. Woldorff
F A C U L T Y

Medical Sciences

■■ PHOTO BY FLORIAN SENSE
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The ability of the human brain to change
the priority of which information is being
processed is a key property that underlies
day-to-day functioning. We constantly shift
our attention to those stimuli or events that
are behaviorally important. This thesis is
focused on understanding the biological neural
mechanisms by which the brain accomplishes
this feat and what the long term consequences
are. In the studies described in this dissertation
we asked participants to do computer-run
cognitive tasks during which we recorded hightemporal resolution electroencephalography
(EEG) measures of their electrical brain activity.
We used rewards to change the behavioral
relevance of certain events, and investigated
how the brain was able to facilitate the
processing of those events. Besides improved
behavioral performance for rewarded stimuli
or events, as measured by fast and accurate
responses, EEG results indicated that the brain
was able to boost the neural activity in less
than a second following a reward in those
neural populations involved in the processing
of those potentially rewarding stimuli or events.
These mechanisms were very similar to those
involved in the control of attention, suggesting
that attention is guided by reward. Moreover,
these prioritization processes do not only work
on a moment-to-moment basis but can also
occur on a much longer timescale, by changing
the priority of stimuli by integrating multiple
encounters of rewards. Accordingly, as a
consequence, the evaluation and use of rewards
enables the brain to continually facilitate
optimization of specialized neural pathways
in the processing and responses to incoming
information.

Berry van den Berg (1988) did his doctoral
research at the department Neurosciences
of the University Medical Center Groningen.
Van den Berg now works as a postdoc at the
University of Groningen. He was promoted on
November 20, 2018.

How light intensity and colour
impact nonvisual functions
in humans: Effects of light on
entrainment, sleep and pupil
constriction
P H D

S T U D E N T

T. Woelders
T H E S I S

How light intensity and colour impact nonvisual
functions in humans: Effects of light on
entrainment, sleep and pupil constriction
P R O M O T O R S

Prof.dr. R.A. Hut
Prof.dr. D.G.M. Beersma
C O P R O M O T O R S

Dr. M.C.M. Gordijn
Dr. E.J. Wams
F A C U L T Y

Science and Engineering
Besides visual perception, light has many
more functions such as pupil constriction,
synchronisation of our biological clocks with
the day-night cycle and our sleep-wake cycle.
One biological clock is not the same as the
other, and in this thesis, a method is presented
to characterise fundamental biological clockproperties on the level of the individual,
with the use of ambulatory light reception

■■ PHOTO BY MEHDI MOUSAVI

measurements. The cells in our eyes that send
information to our biological clocks, are the
same cells that mediate pupil constriction. By
studying how our pupil responds to changes in
colour, it may be possible to directly conclude
on how our biological clocks would respond to
such changes. Our results suggest that red and
cyan light have opposite effects on the pupil
than blue and green light, which may thus also
be true for our biological clocks. This provides
an opportunity for the treatment of jet lag, or
the minimisation of unhealthy effects of evening
light. Although it is known that the biological

clocks of mice are colour sensitive, this is not
known for humans. In this thesis, I show that
also for humans an integration of colour and
intensity information may be evolutionary
beneficial.: these two factors together provide
a more accurate indication of time of day than
both factors separately. Finally, I show with
ambulatory light and EEG-measurements that
humans who expose themselves to more light
during the day have deeper and better sleep.
Tom Woelders (1986) was promoted on
November 23, 2018.
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Assessment of impaired coordination
in children
P H D

S T U D E N T

T.F. Buisman-Lawerman
T H E S I S

Assessment of impaired coordination in children
P R O M O T O R S

Prof.dr. H.P.H. Kremer
Prof.dr. O.F. Brouwer

SARA age-related reference values suggest the
need for age-dependent correction of scores
until age 11. The reliability of SARA scores is
moderate until 8 years. As other movement
problems (myoclonus, muscle weakness) may
coexist with EOA, we investigated whether these
features influenced the SARA gait-subscore.
It turned out they did. The gait-subscore was
least influenced by myoclonus and was strongly
correlated with total ataxia severity.

C O P R O M O T O R

Dr. D.A. Sival
F A C U L T Y

Medical Sciences
Ataxia is characterized by problems in the finetuning of voluntary movements. In children,
recognition of early onset ataxia (EOA) can be
difficult. Furthermore, it is unknown whether
ataxia severity measurements, such as the scale
for assessment and rating of ataxia (SARA), are
reliably applicable in children.
Using clinical phenotyping, validated ataxia
rating scales and movement sensors, we
investigated how ataxia can be distinguished
from clumsy motor behavior (i.e. developmental
coordination disorder - DCD) and other
movement disorders. Clinical assessment by
movement disorder neurologists revealed a
moderate consensus on the presence of ataxia,
while distinguishing between mild ataxia and
severe DCD was difficult. Gait disturbances
appeared important for ataxia recognition
and movement sensors might offer useful
supporting data for the recognition of ataxia.
■■ PHOTO BY JENNE HOEKSTRA

These results may improve EOA recognition and
ataxia severity assessment in children, which will
benefit clinical studies in terms of optimizing
patient inclusion and data interpretation.
Tinka Buisman-Lawerman (1986) studied
behavioural and neurosciences at the University
of Groningen. She did her research within the
department Neurology of the University Medical
Center Groningen. She now works a research
employee at the department Anesthesiology of
the University Medical Center Groningen. She
was promoted on November 26, 2018
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Genotyping and phenotyping
epilepsies of childhood
P H D

S T U D E N T

D.R.M. Vlaskamp
T H E S I S

Genotyping and phenotyping epilepsies of
childhood
P R O M O T O R S

Prof.dr. C.M.A. van Ravenswaaij-Arts
Prof.dr. O.F. Brouwer
C O P R O M O T O R S

We also found that different variants in the
GRIN2A-gene results in a different clinical effect.
This finding is a first step towards developing
new, targeted therapies for GRIN2A-related
epilepsy, dependent on the results of genetic
testing. In conclusion, this thesis has led to
more knowledge about genetic epilepsies on
a diagnostic, therapeutic and psychological
level. We have bundled these results with our
experiences in clinical practice into a proposal
for a new diagnostic algorithm for genetic
testing in patients with epilepsy.

Dr. P. Rump
Dr. P.M.C. Tijink-Callenbach

Danique Vlaskamp (1991) studied Medicine
at the University of Groningen. She did her
doctoral research at the departments Genetics
and Neurology of the Universitary Medical
Center Groningen under supervison of professor
C.M.A. van Ravenswaaij and professor O.F.
Brouwer at the University of Groningen. She
now works as physician’s assistant at Paediatrics
in the Martini Hospital. She was promoted on
December 5, 2018.

Flexible needle steering for
computed tomography-guided
interventions

F A C U L T Y

Medical Sciences

P H D

S T U D E N T

N. Shariari
Epilepsy occurs in 1 to 2 of 100 children. The
underlying etiology and clinical symptoms
can be very variable. This has an impact on
the treatment and prognosis of epilepsy. In
the last few years, many new genes have been
discovered that play a role in the development
of epilepsy. Therefore, in patients with epilepsy,
the underlying cause can be more often
identified. However, the precise yield of genetic
testing and the clinical symptoms that can occur
in patients with a variant in one of the epilepsy
genes is yet unknown.With this research, we
showed that genetic research is important, both
diagnostically and psychologically. We were able
to describe the clinical symptoms for a number
of genetics forms of epilepsy (related to the
genes SYNGAP1, GRIN2A, PCDH19, STX1B and
PRRT2). These studies help us to recognize these
genetic forms of epilepsy. Early recognition
and treatment of these disorders and their
symptoms is important to improve outcome.

T H E S I S

Flexible needle steering for computed
tomography-guided interventions
P R O M O T O R S

Prof.dr. M. Oudkerk
Prof.dr. S. Misra
C O P R O M O T O R S

Dr. E.M. Opmeer
Dr. M.K. de Boer
F A C U L T Y

Medical Sciences

■■ PHOTO BY FR ANK VAN DIJK

In the last few decades, the surgical tools and
procedures have developed significantly.
Invasive surgeries are avoided as much as
possible and minimally-invasive or non-invasive
procedures are preferred. Needles are among
the common tools which are used in clinical
procedures, such as brachytherapy, microwave
and radio frequency ablations and biopsies.
Needle insertions usually require alignment of

the needle with a lesion or a tumor, which is a
challenging task even for experienced clinicians.
Furthermore, the needles tend to deflect
while being inserted into the tissue, since the
clinical needles usually have an asymmetric tip,
and the cutting force deflects the needle in a
certain direction. In this thesis, a robotic system
is developed which is used to steer a flexible
needle within the tissue. The robot is designed
for the procedure on the lung and liver, which
are commonly performed under CT guidance. A
review of the available solutions in the market
and in the literature is discussed and the design
and evaluation of the proposed CT-compatible
needle steering robot is presented. Functional
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tests prove the design concept, and experiments
in biological tissue and human cadaver validate
the steering concept. A data fusion scheme
based on unscented Kalman filter is developed
in order to combine the tracking information
from multiple devices. Finally, a motion
compensation algorithm is presented which can
be used to compensate patients voluntary or
non-voluntary motions (such as breathing) while
the needle is being inserted into the body.

■■ PHOTO BY
ROB KIENEKER

Navid Shahriari (1988) studied Biomedical
Technology at the Isfahan University (Iran),
and Artificiall Intelligence and Robotics at the
Sapienza Universiteit Roma (Italië). He did his
research at the department Radiology of the
University Medical Center Groningen. Shahriari
now works as R&D engineer at ‘Stichting Imec
Nederland’. He was promoted on December 12,
2018.

Neurolinguistic profiles of advanced
readers with developmental dyslexia
P H D

S T U D E N T

E.R.H. van Setten
T H E S I S

Neurolinguistic profiles of advanced readers
with developmental dyslexia
P R O M O T O R S

Prof.dr. B.A.M. Maassen
Prof.dr.ir. N.M. Maurits
F A C U L T Y

Arts
Dyslexia is a specific learning disability
characterized by severe problems with fast and

/ or accurate reading and / or spelling. Children
from parents with dyslexia have a larger risk to
develop dyslexia themselves. In this thesis it
has been investigated how the reading skills of
advanced readers with (a familial risk of) dyslexia
can be characterized, predicted and explained.
First of all, it has been found that dyslexia is
a persistent disorder, that does not resolve in
adolescence. When the grade 3 word reading
score is known, a good prediction of grade 6
reading level can be made; for this prediction
it does not matter whether or not a child has

a familial risk. Children who have dyslexia in
Dutch also have reading and spelling difficulties
in English at secondary school. However, for
children with dyslexia reading English words
went better than expected based on their
Dutch reading scores. Children with a familial
risk without reading difficulties in Dutch did not
have these difficulties in English either. Deficits
in phonological and orthographic awareness,
rapid naming and the visual attention span are
often observed among children with dyslexia.
However, not all children with dyslexia have the

same deficits to the same extent. Therefore,
there is no dyslexia-specific cognitive profile. In
the brain, differences in the fast automatic visual
processing of print were found among righthanded students with and without dyslexia.
Among 12-year-old children such differences
were not found, possibly because their brain is
still developing.
Ellie van Setten (1986) was promoted on
January 10, 2019.
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The impact of the invisible:
Cognitive deficits, behavioral
changes, and fatigue after
subarachnoid hemorrhage
P H D

S T U D E N T

A.M. Buunk
T H E S I S

The impact of the invisible: Cognitive deficits,
behavioral changes, and fatigue after
subarachnoid hemorrhage

as a feeling of exhaustion resulting from
mentally demanding activities. Also, symptoms
such as stress sensitivity and irritability are
common. Furthermore, the present study
shows that consequences such as fatigue
and cognitive problems are related to longterm outcome. Screening for these so called
‘invisible consequences’ (cognitive, behavioral,
and emotional problems) is crucial to improve
assessment, treatment methods and eventually
outcome.

P R O M O T O R S

Prof.dr. J.M. Spikman
Prof.dr. R.J.M. Groen
F A C U L T Y

Medical Sciences
A subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH) is a severe
bleeding in the space that surrounds the brain.
SAH occurs at a relatively young age, with a
mean age between 40 and 60 years. A part
of the SAH patients experiences problems in
resuming their daily activities. There might be
no visible consequences, however clear changes
compared to the situation before SAH can be
present. The main objective of this thesis was
to investigate several (neuro)psychological
consequences of SAH.
Firstly, cognitive deficits regarding memory,
attention, planning, and organisation are found.
Specifically, patients can have impairments in
‘social cognition’: the ability to recognize others’
emotions, understand the behavior of others
and react adequately.These impairments are
related to behavioral problems, such as reduced
initiative. Even years after the SAH, patients
report high rates of fatigue, especially described

Anne Marie Buunk (1988) studied Psychology
at the University of Groningen and after that she
worked at different places ad neuropsychologist.
She now works at the University Medical
Center Groningen, where she will start with her
education as Clinical Neuropsychologist. She
was promoted on January 23, 2019.
■ ■ E V E LY N K U I P E R - D R E N T H , O N
BASIS OF PRESS REPORTS OF THE
UNIVERSITY OF GRONINGEN
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